
Swoop for Business



Overview
Swoop’s mission is to improve the way 
people live and work by providing 
better commute solutions for 
companies, municipalities universities 
& private institutions.

The Swoop shuttling program makes 
commutes as convenient, reliable and 
safe for riders as possible.
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What’s Swoop?



Current Challenges
for Businesses
Swoop understands issues businesses face in their daily 
transportation programs. 

Poor Utilization 

Limited Data Collection 

Multiple Follow-up Calls 

Cumbersome Reconciliation 

Horrible Employee Experience 

25% of time spent on inefficient 
planning leading to wasted capital 
on excess shuttles.

Ad-hoc, unnecessary phone calls 
to different transportation 
companies due to inconsistency 

No ability to collect relevant 
ridership data to effectively find a 
solution that works. 

~7+ hours spent on reconciling 
invoices at month/quarter end.  

Inconvenient and inconsistency for 
employees on daily basis. 

Back to Work vs. Hybrid 
No provider offers flexibility of back 
to work commute solutions. 



Why Swoop for Business? 
Efficiency 
With Swoop’s technology, we’re able to optimize on time, route 
distances, and cost.

Transparency & Safety
Transparent reporting, monitoring and invoicing. Full visibility on 
employees data and all ride details.  

Automation  
Full digitized experience directly from the management dashboard 
and ability to scale up/scale down vehicles - leading to less hassle 
for employees.

Better Employee Experience
Unparalleled employer/employee experience. Ability to provide 
electric vehicles to support companies going green. 



Scheduling & 
Monitoring
 Easily schedule all of your trips for 
employees and easily monitor and 
track all rides live at a glance. 

Amazon commuter dashbo
ard powered 

by Swoop for all t
heir commute rides 



Real-time 
Reporting
 Complete control of collecting and 
adding relevant rider information. 
Skip the heavy lifting of data 
collection, follow up calls on vendors, 
and lack of transparency of your daily 
transportation and manage it in one 
place. 

Track all your relevant KPIs in one dashboard 



Better Commuting Experience
 Easy Booking  
Visibility of all routes and select a seat directly from 
Swoop’s custom app.

In-App Notifications
Get notified to upcoming rides, pick-up and drop-off 
locations.

Route Flexibility
Easily provide route and vehicle suggestions to make 
on-the-fly changes depending on passenger needs. 

Swoop Safety
Live tracking of each ride and 24/7 in-ride support 
through the Swoop App. 



Fleet options for every ride 
 SPRINTER VAN CHARTER BUSSHUTTLE TRANSIT VAN*

*AVAILABLE VIA ELECTRIC 
UPON REQUEST



Support your 
company’s move to be 
100% carbon neutral.  

Go Green with Swoop
Swoop can provide 100% electric vehicles for intercampus and last 
mile shuttle. Additionally, all Swoop rides are 100% carbon neutral.  

Support your company’s move 
to be 100% carbon neutral. 
 



Customized for you 
 Swoop Commuter
Easily bring employees together for a more 
affordable price. Use for last-mile or long-mile 
shuttle. 

Swoop Charter
Request customized vehicles for special events and 
gatherings.

Premium Vehicles
Exclusive on-demand rides for VIPs. 

Station Pick-up
Convenient pick-up stations minutes away for your 
employees.



Get to know our clients.
 



Swoop  

info@swoopapp.com

(310) 263-0550

@swoop

Start Moving Your Employees 
with Swoop for Business.
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